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had no functions, or only nominal functions to discharge, and
instead of being the organized government, which Shivaji designed
it to be, we find an unorganized power of the old Asiatic type,
depending solely for its vitality upon the capacity of the chief
centre of power. Shivaji's system cannot be blamed for such a
consequence. It was the departure from his system that was res-
ponsible for the failure of his plans.
In another respect also, Shivaji was far in advance of his
times. He set himself steadily against any assignments of land
as Jahagir to his successful civil or military commanders. Every
one from the Peshwa and senapati down to the lowest sepoy or
karkun was, under Shivaji's arrangements, directed to draw his
salary in kind or money from the public treasury and granaries.
The salaries were fixed and paid regularly at stated periods. The as-
signment system was condemned because it was liable to be abused
under the best circumstances, and with the best motives. The
Jahagirdar naturally tends to become a territorial or feudal land-
lord, and when his influence is strengthened by hereditary con-
nections, he cannot be removed except by force. The centrifugal
tendencies towards separation and disunion are always naturally
very strong in India, and the system of assigning Jahagirs, and
permitting the Jahagirdar to maintain a force of his own out
of the revenue of the land assigned to him, aggravates this ten-
dency to a degree which makes well-ordered rule almost impos-
sible. Shivaji would not even allow Zamindars of the District to
build forts for their protection, but required them to live in
houses unprotected like those of the rayats. None of the great
men, who distinguished themselves in Shivaji's time, were able to
hand over to their descendants large landed estates. Neither
Moropant Pingle nor Abaji Sondev, nor Ragho Ballal or Datto
Annaji or Niraji Raoji, among the Brahxnans, nor the Malusares
or Kanks, or Prataprao Gujar, Netaji Palkar, Hambirrao Mohite
or the Maratha Sardars, were able to found ancient families such
as those which Shahu's ministers in the early part of the eighteenth
century succeeded in doing.
The only assignments of land which Shivaji sanctioned in
Ms time were intended for the endowment of temples and chari-
ties. These were public trusts, and the holders thereof had no
military duties to discharge and could not, in the ordinary course
of things, become dangerous to the State. Among the charities,
the Dakshina system of encouraging learning found strong sup-
part with Shivaji. It was an old edition of our modern system
of payment by results. Brahmans received Dakshina according
to scale which was carefully graduated so as to provide both for

